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MODULAR     
A new concept in Studio furniture 

!!!
Zaor has given a lot of thought to the needs of the modern musician, producer, project studio, post 
production and created a platform, where the user decides precisely what he needs and where. We 

created the basic desk: MIZA Z.
The characteristic look of ZAOR with the big Z on the side, the huge drawer which leaves countless 
possibilities, from master keyboard, to small mixer, controller to the various machines and launch pads 
that are the tools of the modern DJ/producer will find their home in this huge and solid space, with a roll 
out system known from the popular MIZA 88 XL and MIZA X. 
!
The crucial question then is: do you work with speakers or just headphones, do have a desktop converter/
mic pre or a rack full of great gear? Everyone is different. 
!!
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The center piece of the modular system:   MIZA Z 550.-€ RRP
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Enter Griprack:

!!
A slide on and tighten rack space, that uses only a fraction of the space a 
regular rack takes up on your desk, and offers either 2 or 4 rack spaces plus on 
top a padded surface to put your speakers on, your screen, the picture of your 
girl/boy friend or you name it. You can put one rack, two racks, even three racks 
or … none if you work all in the box. 
!!!!!!!!

If you work with speakers, which still most people do, then where to put them, so they have the right 
height? Of course there are speaker stands, not least the ones that ZAOR offers in the MIZA look:
! ! !!!!!!

Very solid, with acoustic padding and a great complement for your desk. But what if the 
space is really small, if you don’t want more things taking up floor space? You put your 
speakers on the desk! But then they are generally to low, cause lots of reflections off 
the desk and don’t really work that well…
!!
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ZAOR MIZA Griprack  

180 € (2 HE) - 200 € (4 HE) RRP

ZAOR MIZA Stand MKII 

 320.-€/Pair RRP
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ENTER D-Stand:

!
The solution for putting your speakers on your desk, height adjustable to the millimeter, to put the sound 
where you need to hear it! Just turn it around the invisible thread and leave it at the right height, whether 
you’re  huge or small - always hear your music in the best possible way.
!!
We are thinking of both our customers and our resellers: reducing inventory while being able to offer the 
best possible solution to the demanding customer. Offering unique add-on solutions to turn any old desk 
into a studio environment. Better and individual ergonomics at a great price point.
!
If you feel that anything is missing in our concept, talk to us, we’ll be happy to oblige…
!
P.S. One more thing in the pipeline at this point is the MIZA Jr desk, the small, no frills version of MIZA Z 
with a simple drawer system (as in MIZA 61), no racks, flexible cable management (HS cable tray included) 
aiming for an RRP at 400.-€ !

!
For more information, please contact our sales office @ P.O.E. SARL

+352 305265 or  +352 621 363 457

sales@zaorstudiofurniture.com 	 	 	 Skype: klausgehlhaar 	 	
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„Every user works in his own way and we can’t build the 
right desk for everyone of them. But we can go modular 
so they get just what they need!“ 

KLAUS GEHLHAAR,  ZAOR STUDIO FURNITURE

ZAOR MIZA D-Stand  

130.-€/Pair RRP
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※ 製品の改良などにより、予告なく仕様が変更となることがあります。
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